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A two-person game is impartial if for every position the set of followers for one 
player is identical to the set of followers for the other player. Otherwise the game 
is partizan. At octal game as defined in Problem 38 is impartial. It is transformed 
into a partizan octal game by assigning distinct octals to the two players. Various 
propert ies of these games wer, ~, determined in [1] for the case where the octals are 
restricted to quaternary numbers. 
Explore the main properties of general partizan octal games. 
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A poset game is a two-person game defined on any partially ordered set (S, ~>) 
of heaps of tokens. The first player selects a heap sl E S and removes a nonempty 
subset of tokens from among all heaps s >t sl. The second player picks some s2 
from among the remaining heaps of S, if any, and removes a nonempty s,a0set of 
tokens from among all heaps s >I s2. Play now reverts back to the first player who 
selects some s3 from among the surviving elements, if any, and again removes a 
nonempty subset of tokens from among all heaps s I> s3. Play continL, es in the 
indicated manner until all elements have been removed. In last-player-win (LPW) 
